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Abstract. We prove decidability results for recurrent words in T0L schemes and systems, thereby 
settling some recently posed open problems. However, the problems are shown to be PsPAcE-hard. 
These investigations are motivated by some questions from Markov DTOL systems. 
As the main tool for proving these results we introduce the notion of simultaneous growth, 
which is interesting in its own right. We prove that, for an ETOL language L over an alphabet 
and a given subalphabet A, it is decidable whether for every positive integer n there is a word w 
in L such that in w the number of occurrences of every letter in A is at least n. 
1. Introduction 
In [5] the notion of recurrent words in Markov L systems was introduced which 
led to the following definition of recurrence for L systems in [1]. For a T0L system 
G = ( V, ~,  OJo) a word u is called recurrent in the system G, if every word x which 
is derivable from the axiom o~o, i.e., x is in L(G), can derive u. This corresponds 
to the intuitive notion of survival in Markov systems, discussed in [5]; namely, 
whatever happens starting from the axiom oJ0, u can always be regenerated. 
In [1] the following three decidability problems were posed: 
(1) The recurrence word problem: Is it decidable whether a word u is recurrent or 
not in T0L system G? 
(2) The recurrence system problem: Is it decidable whether there is a recurrent word 
u in a T0L system G or not? 
(3) The recurrence scheme problem : Is it decidable whether for a TOL scheme ( V, ~)  
there are words u and oJo, or not, such that u is recurrent in G = ( V, ~,  OJo) ? 
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While the first question was answered positively in [1], questions (2) and (3) were 
left open. We answer both of the remaining questions affirmatively. 
Our main tool is the decidability of simultaneous growth for ETOL languages. For 
a language L over an alphabet V, a subalphabet A of V is said to grow simultaneously 
in L, if for all positive integers n the following property holds: There is a word v 
in L such that for all letters a in A the number of occurrences of a in v is at least 
n.  
In Section 2 the basic definitions and preliminaries are stated, and in Section 3 
we prove the decidability of simultaneous growth for ETOL languages. Section 4 
presents the proof of the decidability for problems (2) and (3) as posed above, and 
finally in Section 5 we consider the complexity of problems (1) to (3). Moreover, 
we give undecidability results with respect to some problems closely related to 
recurrence. The paper is largely self-contained. Nevertheless we assume the readei 
to be familiar with standard formal anguage theory notions (see [3]) as well as witll 
definitions and basic results of L-systems theory (see [8]). 
2. Notat ion and preliminaries 
Throughout the paper we shall use the following standard efinitions from forma 
language theory: [vl is the length of a word, Alph(v) is the set of all letters occurrin~ 
in v, zr(v) is the Parikh vector of a word w.r.t, the underlying alphabet, # a(v) i,. 
the number of occurrences of a letter a in a word v, A is the empty word, and ]M 
is the cardinality of a set M. 
We briefly recall the definitions from L system theory which are relevant o ou 
results and proofs. The reader can find more detailed descriptions in [8]. A table, 
OL scheme, shortly TOL scheme, is defined as a construct S = ( V, ~)  such that 
(i) V is a finite set, called the alphabet of G, and 
(ii) ~ is a finite set, ~={P~,/ '2,  . . . ,  Pn} called the set of tables, where ever 
table Ps i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, is a finite substitution from V to V*. If a word v is in P~(a 
for some symbol a in V, then we often say a ~ w is in Pi. 
If there is exactly one table in :~,  then S is called an OL scheme. If, for ever 
table P in ~ and every symbol a in V, I P (a ) [  = 1, then S is a deterministic TO, 
scheme, shortly DTOL scheme. In this case we consider the tables as homomorphism 
from V* to V*. 
Since the usual notion of u ~ v does not match our requirements, we give 
more formal definition. This is done inductively in the following way. Let S = ( V, 
be a T0L scheme and u = ala2..,  a,, and v be words in V* with ai in V, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  
Further let y be any subword of u = xyz. 
(a) A 1-step derivation from u to v is a pair F = (P, O), where P is a table in ,~ 
and O:{1, 2 , . . . ,  n}-> V* is a mapping, fulfilling ai--~ ~b(i) is in P for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
and v=~b(1)&(2) .... O(n). We denote the contribution (w.r.t. F) of y b 
Ctrbv(x,y, z):=dp(i+l)dp(i+2). . .dp(i+k) for i:= Ix[ and k:= [y[. For m~ 1, 
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(m + 1)-step derivation from u to v is an (m +2)-tuple D = (QP, ck~, cb2,..., ok=+1) 
where  Q is a table sequence, i.e., a word over ~, of length m, P a table in ~, and 
4~,, i = 1, 2 , . . .  m + 1, are mappings, such that there exists a word w in V* in a way 
that E := (Q, 4 '1 , . . . ,  4~,,,) is an m-step derivation from u to w and F := (P, ck,,,+~) is
a 1-step derivat ion from w to v. The contribution (w.r.t. D) of  y is denoted by 
Ctrbn(x, y, z) := CtrbF(CtrbE(A, x, yz), Ctrbr  (x, y, z), CtrbE(xy, z, ;~)). Finally, we 
let ID(u) := (A) be the 0-step derivation from u to u and set Ctrb~D~u)(x, y z ) :=y.  
(b) For m/> 0 every m-step derivation from u to v is called a derivation, denoted 
D m D m 
by u s=> v, u ~s v, or u ~s V. If  S is understood, we also write u ~ v, u ~ v, or u ~ v. 
If E = (Q, ~bl, ~b2, • • . ,  ~b,,) is a derivation from u to v and F = (Q', ttq, ~2, . . . ,  ~b,) 
is a derivation from v to w, then obviously EF:=(QQ',~b~,~b2,. . . ,~bm, 
~b~, ~b2, •. •, @~) is a derivation from u to w. Furthermore, if D is an m-step derivation 
from u to w and 0 ~< k <~ m, then there are exactly one v in V*, one k-step derivation 
E from u to v, and one (m-  k)-step derivation F from v to w satisfying D = EF. 
A TOL system (0L, DTOL respectively) is a construct G = ( V, ~, tOo), where S := 
( V, ~)  is a T0L scheme (0L, DTOL respectively), called the underlying scheme, and 
~0 is a word over V, called the axiom. The language L(G) generated by G is 
defined as L(G) := {v ~ V*' too ~:> v}. 
s 
Finally, an extended T0L system, shortly ETOL system, is a construct G = 
( V, ~, ~, tOo), where ( V, ~, too) is an (underlying) T0L system and ~ is a subset of 
V, called the terminal alphabet. The language L(G) generated by an ETOL system 
G with underlying T0L system G'  is defined as the intersection of L(G')  and ~* .  
Correspondingly, we get E0L systems and EDTOL systems as well as their languages. 
We will use in the following sections these well-known results, proofs of which can 
be found in [8]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let G = ( V, ~, tOo)be a TOL system with underlying scheme S. Then 
it is decidable, whether or not: 
(i) forgiven words u and v over V*, u derives v, and 
(ii) for a regular set R c_ V*, L(G)  c~ R is empty. 
3. Simultaneous growth 
In this section we want to prove that the simultaneous growth problem, i.e., to 
determine whether a given A is simultaneously growing in a given L, is solvable for 
ETOL languages. This will be done by a kind of  pumping argument for  ETOL systems. 
More exactly, we will show for each ETOL system G the existence of a constant Co 
such that in each derivation of any word w in L(G) ,  which contains at least Co 
occurrences of  eve~.letter o f  A, we can find a decomposition of  the table sequence 
such that by iteration o f  certain par tso f  this decomposition we can pump all elements 
of A. 
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Before we can do so, we need some further notions. Let S = (V, ~)  be a T0L 
scheme. For any u in V* we denote the set of all occurrences of letters in u by 
Occ(u) := {(x, A, y) "x, y E V*, A ~ V and u = xAy}. For every (x, A, y) in Oct(u) we 
D 
set Sym(x, A, y) := A. Now let u ~ v be a derivation with respect o S. For every 0 
in Occ(u) we set Gain(0, D) := Alph(Ctrbo(0)). Further, for every nonempty A ___ V 
we define Aktive(A,D):={O~Occ(u):Gain(O,D)~_A}. In most cases we use 
Aktive(A, D) for unary sets A = {a}, in which case we write Aktive(a, D). Elements 
of Aktive(a, D) are said to be a-productive with respect to D. For (x, A, y) in Occ(u) 
D 
and (x', B, y') in Occ(v) we write (x, A, y) ~ (x', B, y') iff x '=  Ctrbo(A, x, Ay)z, 
Ctrbo(x, A, y) = zBz', and y '= z'Ctrbo(xA, y, A) for some z, z' in V*. We define the 
set of all occurrences derived by some occurrence 0 by Follow(0, D):= 
D 
{P~Occ(v) :0~ P} for some 0 in Occ(u). Finally, we define for every composed 
D E 
derivation u ~ v ~ w in $, every a in V and 0 in Occ(u) the number f(0, a, D, E) := 
[Follow(0, D) n Aktive(a, E)I, which is the number of all a-productive occurrences 
of letters in v derived from 0. 
The following propositions are obvious consequences of the definitions above 
and their proofs are left to the reader. 
D E F 
Lemma 3.1. Let u ~ v ~ w ~ x be a derivation in S, 0 in Occ(u), P in Occ(v) and 
a in V. Then we have the following: 
D 
(a) I f  0 ~ P, then Gain(P, E) ~_ Gain(0, DE) and f(P,  a, E, F) <~f(O, a, DE, F). 
(b) f (O,a,D, EF)<~f(O,a, DE, F). 
(c) f(0, a, D, ID(v)) = CA ,,(Ctrbo(0)). 
(d) 0~ Aktive(a, DE)cr> f(O, a, D, E )~ 1. 
E '  
(e) I f  v~ w' such that Gain(P, E )=Gain(P ,  E') for all P in Occ(v), then 
Gain(0, DE) = Gain(0, DE') and f(O, a, D, E) =f(0, a,/9, E'). 
(f) f(O, a, DE, F) =~of (Q,  a, E, F) where we sum over all Q in Follow(0, D). 
For the following main lemma of this section we need some constants. Let 
S = ( V, ~)  be an arbitrary, but fixed T0L scheme. Set m := I vl, r :-- max{Iv[ : (a ~ v) 
in P for some a in v and some P in ~}. That is, r is the length of the longest 
right-hand side of any rule in any table. Now define a := m m, fl := 2 m, y := fie, and 
8 :=/3 m. Finally we set C := r ~8~÷~. Then we can state the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. I f  o~o ~ V and w in V* is a word derivable from oo  in S such that # a (W) ~ C 
for all a in Alph(w), then for all n in N there is a word w" derivable from Wo such 
that Alph(w) =Alph(w") and #a(w")> n for all a in Alph(w"). 
Proof. The gist of this proof, as mentioned above, is to look for repetitions in the 
derivation too ~ w. Unfortunately, the first idea--to find a decomposition of the 
derivation with increasing Parikh vectors of the intermediate sentential forms--is 
not successful; there are even deterministic ounter examples to this approach. 
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Do 
In the following let too ~ w be an arbitrary, but fixed derivation of w in S and 
set Z := Alph(w). 
The proof is divided into seven parts. The first two parts contain necessary 
notations. Parts 3 and 4 are in a certain sense pumping or intercalation lemmata, 
while Part 5 selects pumpable parts of Do. Part 6 is the central part of the proof, 
combining Parts 4 and 5. Finally, Part 7 proves the lemma by application of Part 
6 to Do. 
Part 1. Inductively from ID(too) to Do we define now for each a in ~ a path 
from tOo to w following the maximal a-productive occurrence in each sentential 
form between tOo and w. 
For each a in ,Y we set Maxocc(a, ID(tOo)): = (A, too, h). Now let Maxocc be 
defined for the derivation D, where Do = DEF and E is a 1-step derivation. We 
define Maxocc(a, DE):= 0, where 0 is any element of Follow(Maxocc(a, D), E) 
such that for all P in Follow(Maxocc(a, D), E) we have that #a(Ct rbF(P ) )~ < 
# a(CtrbF(0)). 
D E F F '  
Part 2. Let too - '~ .  w = too =~ u ~ v ~ w be a decomposition of D and v ~.  w' 
be a derivation with Gain(0, F) = Gain(0, F') for all 0 in Occ(v). If A is nonempty 
subset of 2 and ~b:Occ(v)+Occ(u) a mapping we say that A is pumpable with 
respect o F '  and ~b, denoted by P((D, E, F'), A, qb), itt 
(i) ~b(Maxocc(a, DE)) = Maxocc(a, D) for all a in 2, 
(ii) Sym(0)= Sym(~b(0)) for all 0 in Occ(v), 
(iii) Gain(0, F') = Gain( ~b (0), EF') for all 0 in Occ(v), and 
(iv) f(Maxocc(a, D), a, E, F ' )>  1 for all a in A. 
F" 
It is easy to see that if  P(D, E, F'), A, 4~) holds and v ~ w" is a derivation such 
that Gain(0, F') = Gain(0, F") for each 0 in Oct(v), then P((D, E, F"), A, 4~) holds, 
too. 
D E F F '  
Part 3. Let tOo ~ u ~ v ~ w be a decomposition of Do, v ~ w' a derivation 
in S with Gain(0, F) = Gain(0, F') for all 0 in Oct(v), A a non-empty subset of ~, 
and 4) : Occ(v) + Occ(u) a mapping such that P((D, E, F'), A, 4J) holds. Then there 
le 
are a word ff and a derivation v~ ff such that 
(i) f (Maxocc(a, DE), a, F', ID(w'))<~f(Maxocc(a, DE), a, F, ID(ff)) for a 
in ~, 
(ii) f (  Maxocc( a, DE), a, F', ID(w')) <f(Maxocc(a,  DE), a, F, ID(ff)) for a in 
A, and 
(iii) Gain(0, F') = Gain(0, F) for all 0 in Occ(v). 
Proof of Part 3. For j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n := Ivl let 0 s be the uniquely determined (x, A, y) 
in Oee(v) with Ixl--j-1 (and lyl = n- j ) .  We set xs:=Ctrb~F,(6(Os)) and ~:= 
x~x2.., x,. Then we get a derivation v ~ ~ by attaching to each 0j in Oct(v) the 
derivation part of EF' deriving xj from ~b(0j). Obviously, we then have Ctrbp(0)-- 
CtrbEF,(~b(0)) and Gain(0, F )= Gain(~b(0), EF')= Gain(0, F') as well as 
f(0, a, F, ID(ff)) =f(tb(0), a, EF', ID(w')) for all 0 in Oct(v). For all a in ~ we 
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then have f(Maxocc(a,  DE), a, F, ID(~))=f(Maxocc(a ,  D), a, EF', ID(w'))t> 
f(Maxocc(a, DE), a, F', ID(w')) because of ~b(Maxocc(a, DE)) = Maxocc(a, d) 
Maxocc(a, DE). For each a in A we have f(Maxocc(a, D), a, E, F ' )>  1. Hence 
there exists a P in Follow(Maxocc(a, D), E) with P~Maxocc(a ,  DE) and Pc  
Aktive(a, F'). Hence we have f(P, a, F', ID(w')) ~ > 1 and, by this, 
f (Maxocc(a,  DE), a, F, ID(~)) 
--f(Maxocc(a, D), a, EF', ID(w')) 
~>f(Maxocc(a, DE), a, F', ID(w'))+ f(P, a, F', ID(w')) 
>f(Maxocc(a,  DE), a, F', ID(w')). 
D E F F '  
Part 4. Let OJo ~ u ~ v ~ w be a decomposition of Do, v ------> w' a derivation 
in S with Gain(0, F) = Gain(0, F') for all 0 in Occ(v), A a non-empty subset of Z, 
and ~b :Occ(v)----> Occ(u) a mapping such that P((D, E, F'), A, cb) holds. Then, for 
each positive integer n there exist a word w, and a derivation v ~ w, such that 
(i) f (Maxocc(a, DE), a, F', ID(w))<~f(Maxocc(a, DE), a, F,, ID(w,)) for all a 
in 2, 
(ii) f (Maxocc(a, DE), a, F', ID(w'))+ n ~<f(Maxocc(a, DE), a, F,, ID(w,)) for 
all a in A, and 
(iii) Gain(0, F') = Gain(0, F,) for all 0 in Occ(v). 
Proof of Part 4 (by induction on n). If n = 1, we get the result by application of 
Part 3. There we find a derivation v~ ff which fulfills all the required conditions. 
Now let the statement be true for some n 1> 1, that is, we have a derivation v ~ w, 
with properties (i) to (iii) as above. By Part 3 applied to the derivation 
F" 
o ~ - -~  get a derivation v ~ w" fulfilling (i) and (iii) above. COo ::~ U ~ ~; . Wn we 
Because of 
f (Maxocc(a,  DE), a, F", ID(w")) > f(Maxocc(a, DE), a, F,, ID(w,) 
~>f(Maxocc(a, DE), a, F', ID(w'))+ n 
F n + l  F" we can set v ~ Wn+ 1 ".~- 1) ~ w n and obtain the result. 
D E F F" 
Part 5. Let OJo ~ u ~ v ~ w be a decomposition of Do and v =~ w" be a derivation 
with Gain(O,F)=Gain(O,F") for all 0 in Occ(v). Further on, assume 
f(Maxocc(a, D), a, E, F")>~ C for some a in 2~. Then there is a decomposition 
E E '  F '  E"  
u~ v= u~x~y~ v and a mapping ~b:Occ(y)-->Occ(x) such that P((DE', 
F', E"F"), a, dp ) holds. 
Proof of Part 5. Because of C ~<f(Maxocc(a, D), a, E, F") there is a decom- 
position E=E(0 ,  1 )E (0 ,2 ) . . .E (0 ,  t) and words z(0,0):=oJo, z(0, 1),z(0,2), 
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. . . ,  z(0, t):= w such that 
E(O,i) 
z(0, i -  1) ~., z(0, i), 
f (Maxocc(a, DE(O, 1) . . .  E(0, i -  1)), a, E(0, i), E(0, i+  1) . . .  F")> 1 
for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t and t>~log2(C)/log2(r) = ayB+ 1. 
For j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  t -  1 we now construct he set 
Mj := {(Sym(0), Gain(0, E(O,j + 1) . . .  E(0, t)F")): 0in Occ(z(0,j))}. 
Then there is a sequence j(0):= 0<j (1)  <j (2)  < .  • • < j (s )  < j (s+ 1):= t such that 
Mj(~) = Mm) for i=  1, 2 , . . . ,  s and s>~ t /y> aB. We set 
z(1, i):=z(O,j(i)) 
and 
E(1, i):= E(O,j(i)+ 1)E(O,j(i)+ 2) . . .  E(O,j(i+ 1)). 
Now there must be a sequence k(0) := 0 < k(1) < k(2) <-  • • < k(p) < k(p + 1 ) := s + 1 
such that 
(Sym(Maxocc(a, DE(I, 0)E(1, 1) . . .  E(1, k(1)))), 
Gain(Maxocc(a, DE(l, 0) . . .  E(1, k(1))), E(1, k(1)+ 1) . . .  E(1, s)F")) 
= (Sym(Maxocc(a, DE(l, 0) . . .  E(1, k(i))), 
Gain(Maxocc(a, DE(I, 0)... E(1, k(i))), E(I, k(i)+ 1)... E(1, s)F")) 
for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p and p >- s/t~8 > 1. We define 
E':=E(1,O).. .E(1, k(I)), F':=E(1, k(1)+l ) . . .E(1 ,  k(2)), 
E":=E(1, k(2)+I) . . .E(1,  s), x:=z(l,k(1)) and y:=z(l,k(2)). 
Because of the construction of F', x, and y for each 0 in Occ(y) there is a ~b(0) in 
Oct(x) with (Sym(0), Gain(0, E"F")) = Sym (~b (0)), Gain( ~b (0), F'E"F") ), where for 
a in £ we can set ~b(Maxocc(a, DE'F'):=Maxocc(a, DE'). Obviously, then 
P( ( DE', F', E"F"), a, ok) holds. 
If Do = DEF = D'E'F', we say DE ~ D'E' if there exists a derivation E" such 
that DEE"= D'E' holds. As shown in Part 5 for each a in ~ we can find a pumping 
situation ((Da, E= F~), ~b°). We arrange the elements of ~ ={al,  a2, . . . ,  at} such 
that D~,E~, <~ Da,+, E~,+,, i = l, 2 , . . . ,  t - I. Instead of Do,, ~b~, etc. we simply use Di, 
~bi etc. Further, we set Dt+~ := Dr, Et+~ := Et, F~+~ := F~, v~+l := v~, and w~+~ := w. In 
the following let n be an arbitrary but fixed positive integer. 
F(i+l) 
Part 6. Let i be an integer with l~  < i<~ t and v~+~ ;, w( i+ l )  a derivation 
such that 
(i) f(Maxocc(aj, D~+l E~+~), a h F(i+ 1), ID(w( i+ 1)))> n for j=  i+ 1, . . . ,  t, 
(ii) Gain(0, F(i+ 1)) = Gain(0, Fi+~) for all 0 in Occ(vi+l). 
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Further let E'  be a derivation with D~E~E'= D~+~ E~+~ and hence Fi = E'F~+I. Then 
F(i) 
there exists a derivation V~ ~ w(i) satisfying 
(i) f(Maxocc(a,D~E~),a,F( i) , ID(w(i)))~ 
>~f(Maxocc(a, D~+IEi+I), a, F( i+ 1), ID(w(i+ 1))) for a in Z, 
(ii) f(Maxocc(aj, D~Ei),aj, F( i ) , ID(w(i) ) )>n, j= i , i+ l , . . . , t ,  
(iii) Gain(0, F(i)) = Gain(0, F~) for all 0 in Occ(v~). 
Proof of Part 6. 
Gain(0, F~) for all 0 in Occ(v~). Hence we can apply Part 4 
F' 
D~E~(E'F(i+ 1)) which gives us a derivation vi ~ w' fulfilling 
By Lemma 3.1 (e) we have Gain(0, E'F(  i + 1 )) = Gain(0, E'F~+ 1) = 
to the derivation 
(i) f(Maxocc(a, DiE~), a, F', ID(w')) i> 
~f(Maxocc(a, DiEi), a, E 'F( i+ 1), ID(w(i+ 1))) 
~>f(Maxocc(a, D~E~E'), a, F( i+ 1), ID(w(i+ 1))) 
= f(Maxocc(a, D~+~ E~÷I), a, F(i + 1), ID(w(i + 1))), 
(ii) f(Maxocc(a,, D~E~), a,, F', ID(w')) ~> 
I> n +f(Maxocc(a~, D~, E~), ai, E 'F( i+ 1), ID(w(i+ 1))) > n, 
Gain(0, F') = Gain(0, F~) for all 0 in Occ(vi). (iii) 
Moreover, for j > i we have 
f(Maxocc(aj, DiE~), aj, F', ID(w')) 
~>f(Maxocc(aj, DiE~), aj, E 'F( i+ 1), ID(w(i+ 1))) 
>~ f(Maxocc( aj, D~E~E'), aj, F( i + 1), ID(w(i+ 1))) 
=f(Maxocc(aj, D~+I E~+I), aj, F( i+ 1), ID(w(i+ 1)))> n. 
F(i) F' 
Thus we set v~ ~ w( i) := v~ ~ w' to obtain the result. 
Finally, with Parts 1 to 6 we can prove the lemma. 
Part 7. Starting with Dr+, Et+~ F( t+ 1): = DtE, Ft we get by a t-fold application 
Ol "-El F(1) 
of Part 6 a derivation ¢a0O ul ~ v~----5, w(1) which satisfies 
(i) f(Maxocc(a, DIEI), a, F(1), ID(w(1))) > n for all a in Z, and 
(ii) Gain(0, FI) = Gain(0, F(1)) for all 0 in OcC(vl). 
But then we have 
# ,,(w(1))=f(Maxoec(a, ID(a~o)), a, D1EIF(1), ID(w(1))) 
~>f(Maxocc(a, D1EI), a, F(1), ID(w(l))) > n for all a in Z. 
Further on, Z is the union of all Gain(0, FI), in 0 in Occ(vl), which is equal to the 
union of all Gain(0, F(1)), 0 in Occ(vl), which is Alph(w(1)). [] 
Theorem 3.3. For every ETOL language L c_ ,Y* there exists a constant C such that, 
for every A c .,Y,, A is simultaneously growing in L iff L contains a word w with # o ( w ) >1 C 
for all a in A. 
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Proof. For all nonempty subsets A of Z we define the homorphisms ha: Z*-> A* 
by ha (a) :=,a for all a in A and ha (a) := A for a in Z - A. Because the class of ETOL 
languages is an AFL, the union of all ha(L) is again an ETOL language which we 
denote by Lo. It is obvious that any nonempty subset A of Z is simultaneously 
growing in L iff A is simultaneously growing in Lo. On the other hand, if A is 
simultaneously growing in Lo, we find for every positive integer n a word w in Lo 
such that A lph(w)= A and # a(w)I> n for all a in A. Now let Lo be generated by 
an ETOL system G = ( V, Z, ~, tOo) and let C be the constant for the underlying T0L 
scheme S= (V, ~), defined as above. If L contains a word w with #~(w)~ > C for 
all a in A, then hA(w)~ Lo and we can apply Lemma 3.2, which gives us the 
simultaneous growth of A in Lo and by that in L, too. [] 
Corollary 3.4. For a given ETOL system G and a subalphabet A, the simultaneous 
growth of A in L( G) is decidable. 
Proof. Because of the theorem, A is simultaneously growing in L(G) iff L(G) 
contains a word w with #a(w)~ > C for each a in A. But this is equivalent to 
L(G)r~R¢fJ, where R is the regular set {ve,~*: #a(v)~ > C for all a in A}. This 
nonemptiness problem is well known to be decidable, as mentioned in Proposition 
2.1. [] 
4. Decidability of the recurrence problems 
In this section we prove the decidability of the recurrent system and recurrent 
scheme problems, using the result on simultaneous growth in the previous ection. 
Further on, a word u is recurrent in a scheme S = (V, [9) if all words v derivable 
from u in S in turn derive u. It is easily seen that if a word u is recurrent in a 
scheme S = ( V, ~),  then it is recurrent in the system G = (V, ~, u). On the other 
hand, if u is recurrent in a system G = ( V, ~, too), then u is recurrent in the underlying 
scheme S = ( V, ~).  This leads us to a more pleasing formulation of problem (3) in 
Section 1. 
(3') Given a TOL-scheme S = (V, ~). Is it decidable whether there is a recurrent 
word in S or not? 
Obviously, the above considerations show that problems (3) and (3') are equivalent. 
An important point in our approach is the notion of length recurrence which is a 
weaker kind of recurrence and which does not depend on the positions of the letters 
in a word w, but only on its Parikh-vector. Let S = (V, ~)  be a TOL-scheme. Then 
for some positive integer k, a word w in V* is called k-recurrent in S, if (i) w does 
not derive the empty word A in S, and (ii) whenever w derives a word v in S, then 
v derives a word u in S, the length of which is at most k: A word w in V* is called 
length-recurrent i  S if there is a positive integer k such that w is k-recurrent. 
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In [1] a word u is called short with respect to a TOL-system G = ( V, ~, tOo) if all 
words derivable from u in S have a length at least equal to the length of u. Short(G) 
is defined as the set of short words in L(G). We mention here that a word u is 
k-recurrent in S=(V ,  ~)  iff for G= (V, ~, u), Short(G) contains only words of 
length at most k and a word u is length-recurrent iff Short(G) is finite. By this fact, 
a connection between our approach and the approach in [1] is established. Since 
every recurrent word w is ]w]-recurrent, we immediately know that the existence of 
a recurrent word in TOL-scheme S implies the existence of a length recurrent word. 
In the following lemma we show that the converse is also valid. 
Lemma 4.1. Let S = ( V, ~ ) be a TOL-scheme. There is a length-recurrent word w in S 
iff there is a recurrent word in S. Particularly, if there is a k-recurrent word in S, then 
there is a recurrent word u in S with I u ] ~ k. 
Proof. (~)  Trivial as mentioned above. 
(=~) Let Wo be a length-recurrent word in S, i.e., there is an integer k such that 
wo is k-recurrent. We show that there is a recurrent word u, l ul<  k. First, we define 
for any word x over V the set K(x)  = {y in V* : x ~ y and lyl ~ k}. Let us consider 
s 
K(wo) and a word w~ in K(wo). It immediately follows that all words w in K(wo) 
are k-recurrent, in particularly w~ is k-recurrent. Now, either w~ is in K(w)  for all 
words w in K(w~) or it is not. I f  it is, then we know that whenever w~ derives a 
word x, then x derives a word w in K(w~) which in turn derives w~. Hence Wl is 
recurrent. I f  this is not the case, then choose wi+~ such that wi÷~ is in K(w~) and wi 
is not in K(w~÷~) for i = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  as long as wi is not recurrent. Since K(w~÷~) is
a proper subset of K(wi),  we have to find a recurrent word u with length lul ~< k 
after a finite number of  steps. This completes the proof  of the lemma. [] 
The above lemma motivates the investigation of length-recurrence. In order to 
do this the following notion turns out to be useful. Let S = ( V; ~)  be a TOL-scheme. 
A subset A of V is called erasable if all words over A can derive the empty word. 
It is well known that erasability is decidable (see e.g., [8]). 
Lemma 4.2. Let S = ( V, ~ ) be a TOL-scheme. Then there is a computable number m, 
such that, for every erasable subset A of V, there is a homorphism h,, mapping V* into 
V* satisfying (i) ha(a) = A for all symbols a in A, (ii) w ~ ha(w) Jor all words w 
s 
over V, and (iii) [h,t(a)[ <~ m for all symbols a in V. A homomorphism hA satisfying 
(i) and (ii) is called a derivable homomorphism erasing A in S. 
ProoL I f  a subset A of  V is erasable, then there is a table sequence p such that, 
D 
for all a in A, a ~ A for some derivation D with table sequence p. We define now 
a homorphism ha as follows: ha(a )=A if a is in A; for all symbols b in V -A ,  
ha(b) = u for some word u such that b derives u with table sequence p. It is easily 
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seen that every word w over V derives ha(w) in S, using the table sequence p. The 
required number m can be chosen as the maximum of Iha(a)l for all symbols a in 
V and all erasable alphabets A. [] 
The importance of the notion of erasability for our purposes will become clearer 
by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. In a TOL-scheme S = ( V, ~ ) a word w over V is length-recurrent iff for 
the TOL-system G= ( V, ~, w) every simultaneously growing alphabet A in L( G) is 
erasable and w does not derive the empty word. 
Proof. (3 )  Let w be a k-recurrent word and let A be a simultaneously growing 
alphabet in L(G) ,  G = (V, ~, w). Then there is a word v derivable from w such 
that, for all letters a in A, the number of occurrences of a in v is at least k + 1. 
k-recurrence of w implies that v can derive a word u, lul<  k, using some table 
sequence p. Consider now, for some letter a in A, the contributions of the (at least 
k+ 1) occurrences of a in v to the word u. It is easily seen that at least one 
contribution has to be the empty word A, otherwise the length of u is at least k + 1. 
Hence, using the same table sequence p, all letters in A derive the empty word. This 
immediately implies the erasability of A. 
(~)  Let c be a number such that, for all words u in L(G) ,  the set of letters 
occurring at least c times in u is simultaneously growing in L(G).  Moreover, let m 
be as described in Lemma 4.2. (Both numbers c and m can be computed!) Consider 
now a word u in L(G) ,  i.e., derivable from w, and let A be the set of letters occurring 
at least c times in u. According to our assumptions, A is simultaneously growing 
and so it is erasable. Therefore, there is a derivable homomorphism ha which erases 
A and with Iha(a)l--- < m for all symbols a in V-A .  This means that u can derive a 
word v = ha (u) with 
I v l= lha(u) l~ lV -A l  " c • m~lV l  " c "  m. 
This shows that all words u derivable from w can derive a word v with length at 
most I vl. c. m which implies that w is IV I • c- m-recurrent, respectively length- 
recurrent. [] 
This characterization in connection with the result on simultaneous growth gives 
the next lemma which eventually enables us to prove our main theorem. Part (ii) 
of the lemma was already proved in [1]. 
Lemma 4.4. (i) Let S = (V, ~)  be a TOL-scheme and let w be a word over V. It is 
decidable whether w is length-recurrent in S or not. I f  w is length-recurrent, hen a 
number k for which w is k-recurrent can be given. 
(ii) Let G = ( V, ~, tOo) be a TOL-system and let u be a word over V. It is decidable 
whether u is recurrent in G or not. 
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Proof. (i) Let G = ( V, ~, w). For the finite number of subsets of V check whether 
they are simultaneously growing in L(G) .  For those which are simultaneously 
growing in L(G) cheek whether they are erasable. Then w is length-recurrent it all 
of them are erasable and w does not derive the empty word. Now assume that w 
is length-recurrent. Recalling the proof of Lemma 4.3, we know that the numbers 
c, m, and (of course) Ivl are computable and so we can give a number k for which 
w is k-recurrent, namely k = IV I • c- m. 
(ii) We only have to decide whether the axiom too is k-recurrent for some k, and 
then check whether all words v derivable from too, Ivl k, can derive u. [] 
Theorem 4.5. (i) I t  is decidable whether there is a recurrent word in a given TOL-system 
G = (V,  tOo) or not. 
(ii) I t  is decidable whether there is a recurrent word in a given TOL-scheme S = ( V, ~ ) 
or not. 
Proof. (i) Assume that there is a recurrent word u in G. Then the axiom tOo is 
(ul-recurrent in (V, ~) .  So we first decide whether to o is length-recurrent and if this 
is the ease, we compute a number k such that tOo is k-recurrent. Then we check for 
all words u with lul  k and u derivable from tOo whether u is recurrent in G. I f  
there is such a recurrent word, then we are done. 
Assume now that none of these words are recurrent, but there is a recurrent word 
x in G with Ixl > k. Since too is k-recurrent, x must derive a word ux which is shorter 
than /~ Now we have, for every word y derivable from too, 
too :*-:> y ~=> x :~  Ux. 
This implies that Ux is recurrent which contradicts the assumption that all words 
shorter than k are not recurrent. Hence there is a recurrent word iff there is one 
with length less than or equal to k~ 
(ii) I f  a word u is recurrent in ( V, ~) ,  then u is ]uJ-recurrent and, consequently, 
it is length-recurrent. Moreover, if A lph(u)={a~,  a2 , . . . ,  am}, then the word 
a ja2 . . ,  a,, is length-recurrent. This shows that we have to check for all subsets 
A = {ai, a2, . . . ,  ala I} of  V whether the word a~a2. . ,  ala I is length-recurrent. If this 
holds for some A, then there is a recurrent word in S by Lemma 4.1. I f  this is not 
the case, then there is no length-recurrent word which implies that there is no 
recurrent word in $. 
This completes the proof  of the theorem. [] 
5. Related problems 
We start this section by giving lower bounds for the complexity of the problems 
which we have shown to be decidable. We omit here the definitions for our complexity 
considerations and refer to [3] and [2]. Note that in part (1) of the following theorem 
the system G and the word w are given as input. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let S = ( V, ~ ) be a DTOL-scheme, G = ( V, ~, tOo) a DTOL system and 
w a word in L(G). The following problems are PSPACE-hard: 
(1) Is w recurrent in G ? 
(2) Is there a recurrent word in G? 
(3) Is there a recurrent word in S? 
Proof. In [4] it is shown that the nonemptiness-problem for EDTOL systems is 
PSr,ACE-hard (see also [2]). We give a log-space reduction of this problem to problems 
(1), (2), and (3). 
For this purpose let H=(V,  ~, S,,~) be an EDTOL-system where ~= 
{P~, P2, . . . ,  Pn}. (Note that in an EDTOL system the tables are homomorphisms.) 
Consider for some symbol $ (not in V) the DTOL system G = (Vw {$}, ~',  $S) 
which can be obtained from H as follows: ~ '= {P~, P~, P'2,..., P'}, where (i) for 
i = 1, 2 , . . .  n, P~ equals Pi except an additonal production $~ $, and (ii) P~ consists 
of the productions A ~ SS for all symbols A in V\ ,~,  a-* A for all symbols a in 
~,.and $-> $S. 
Claim 1. The word $S is in L(G) and it is recurrent in G iff L(H)  is non-empty. 
(~)  Assume L(H) is nonempty. Then there is a word Uo over £ which is derivable 
from S in H. Consider now some word $v which can be derived from $S in G. We 
apply the table P~ on $v obtaining $S 2i+~ for some nonnegative integer i. Then we 
use the table P~, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, until we obtain $u~ ~+~. The application of table P~ 
derives $S from $u~ i+*. Hence every word $v--derivable from $S--can derive $S 
in G if L(H)  is nonempty. Consequently, $S is recurrent in G. 
(3 )  Assume $S is recurrent in G. Then $SSS can derive $S in G, since $S 
derives $SSS using table P~. This holds iff S derives a word over £ in H, which 
implies that L(H)  is nonempty. 
Claim 2. There is a recurrent word in G iff L(H)  is nonempty. 
(~)  From Claim 1 we know that if L(H) is nonempty, then there is a recurrent 
word in G, namely $$. 
(3 )  Assume there is a recurrent word of length k in G, but L(H)  is empty. 
Then, for some k' > k the word $S k' is derivable in G by applying table P~ sufficiently 
often. Since S cannot derive a word over ~ in H, we know that every occurrence 
of S in $S v cannot derive the empty word. Consequently, $S k' cannot derive a word 
shorter than k '+ 1, in particular it cannot derive a word of length k. This contradicts 
the existence of a recurrent word of length k 
Claim 3. There is a recurrent word in the underlying scheme (V u {$}, ~')  of G 
if[ L(H)  is nonempty. 
Arguments are omitted, since they are similar to those given for Claims 1 and 2. 
Claims 1, 2, and 3 show that the above construction of G really gives the reduction 
to problems (1), (2), and (3) in the statement of the theorem. Hence they are 
PsPACE-hard. [] 
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Whether the investigated problems are in PSPACE or not is unknown to us. For 
a TOL-system G = ( V, ~, tOo) we define Rec(G) as the set of recurrent words in G. 
It is a straightforward observation that, for two recurrent words u and v in (3, u 
must derive v and vice versa. Hence Rec(G) equals the TOL-language L(t~) where 
t3 = (V, ~, u) for some recurrent word u in (3. Thus we have shown that it is 
decidable whether Rec(G) is empty or not for a TOL-system G. Regarding the above 
characterization--i.e., Rec(G) as a TOL-language--it s decidable whether Rec(G) 
is finite or not, since the finiteness problem for TOL-languages i decidable. 
Moreover, we can easily give complexity bounds for fixed recurrent word problem; 
i.e., given a fixed system G, is a word w recurrent in G? 
Theorem 5.2. Given a fixed TOL-(respectively DTOL-) system G, for a word w the 
problem of deciding whether w is recurrent in G is NP-complete (respectively 
NSeACE(log)-complete and consequently decidable in polynomial time). 
Proof. In [6] it is shown that the fixed membership roblem for TOL-system is 
NP-complete. 
Since, for a TOL-system G, Rec(G) is a TOL-language, the upper bound for the 
fixed membership roblem is also a upper bound for our problem, i.e., it is in NP. 
In order to establish the lower bound consider for some TOL-system G -- ( V, ~, tOo) 
the following construction. For a symbol $ (not in V) let H = ( V w {$}, ~', $tOo) be 
a TOL-system where the set of tables ~'  in H consists of all tables in ~ the production 
$-> $ added to all of them, and an additional table Po with the production $--> $tOo 
and for all symbols a in V the productions a--> A. For this system we have 
Rec(H)  = L (H)  -- {$}L(G).  
Thus the fixed membership problem for L(G) is equivalent to the problem of whether 
a word w is recurrent in L(H) (always regarding the symbol $ in the first position 
of the word). This shows that the fixed recurrent word problem is NP-complete. 
The fixed membership problem for DTOL-languages was shown to be 
NsPAcE(log)-complete in [4]. The same construction and the same arguments give 
the same conplexity, namely NSPACE(Iog), for the fixed recurrent word problem for 
DTOL-systems. [] 
The construction i  the proof of Theorem 5.2 can also be used to prove undecida- 
bility results for further natural recurrence problems. 
Theorem 5.3. For two TOL-systems G and G' it is undecidable (i) whether or not G 
and G' have a recurrent word in common, i.e., Rec(G)n  Rec(G') is non-empty, and 
(ii) whether or not the set of recurrent words of G and G' coincide, i.e., Rec(G)= 
Rec(G'). 
Proof. Along the lines of the former proof it is easy to see that, for two TOL-languages 
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L~ and /-,2, {$}L~ and {$}L2 are the recurrent word sets Rec(G) and Rec(G') for 
some TOL-systems G and G'. If we could decide whether these recurrent word sets 
have an empty intersection (respectively whether they coincide), then we could 
decide the same questions for the TOL-languages L~ and L2, too. This is known to 
be undecidable (see, e.g., [8]). [] 
Finally, for a TOL-system G recall that Short(G) is the set of words in L(G) 
which cannot derive a shorter word in G. Moreover, let Shortl(G) be the set of 
words in L(G) which cannot derive a shorter word within one step in G. Consider 
now the decidability of the finiteness problem for Short(G) and Shorh(G). At first 
sight one expected that this should be 'easier to decide' for Shorh(G) than for 
Short(G). Surprisingly, we can state the following. 
Observation 5.4. The finiteness problem for Shortl(G) is undecidable for a DTOL- 
system G while it is decidable for Short(G) (even for a TOL-system G). 
Proof. The undecidability for Shorh(G) follows along the same lines as the proof 
of [9, Theorem III.8.5(vi)]. Concerning Short(G), as already pointed out in Section 
4: Short(G) is finite iff the axiom of G is length-recurrent. We have shown that 
length-recurrence is decidable. [] 
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